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Abstract: As the telecommunication services totally relies on the optical fiber for extending communications, it necessary that the optical communication system be capable of handling high speed, multiple channels and long haul signal transmission. recently the emergence of the optical coherent 100 GB/s and the digital signal processing has made possible the perfect signal transmission even for the MIMO (multiple input multiple output system) as they are well reformed to permit multiple wireless signal that holds different carrier frequencies. So the optical fiber system has become prominent among the applications like, large universities, banks and other private networks. However the speed in the transmission of the multiple wireless signals through single cable experiences performance issues in terms of speed, so the proposed method utilizes the 60 GHz, radio over fiber MIMO with effective spectrum allocation and the return zero differential phase shift keying to improve the communication speed and suppress the crosstalk respectively. The proposed system enriches the seamless communication with the QPSK-OFDM MIMO channels achieving 85% in the data transmission rate, reducing the error correction rate to 5%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The expectations of the man are increasing day by day as the changes in the technology are progressing at a rapid pace. His search for improving the way and the quality of living has been the key to tremendous advancements in techniques that support the information sharing as well as the social communication. These advancements have made possible the affordable wireless communication services in reality and have also enabled a seamless communication. The telecommunication service today completely relies on the optical fiber system as they provide highly reliable, very high speed, long haul multi-channel signal transmission.
1.1. OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION

The optical fiber serve as fundamental block in the telecommunication network, and appears to be ultimate for transmission rate beyond gigabits due to the low attenuation and high bandwidth along with the information carrying attributes and capabilities respectively. Initially the optical fiber communication system was put in use for carrying out telecommunication services among their respective countries and nowadays it is used in much application that requires a reliable system to convey the PC and also the financial information. The communications using the optical fiber is carried out by establishing optical connections utilizing the optical modulation (OM), in which the information to be transmitted is modulated over the instantaneous power of the carrier employing the direct detection for the down conversion technique (DT) at the receiver end. So the information conveyed would be the optical power from the emitter at a particular instant and the information received would be the photo detectors instantaneous current at the receiver. Following the procedure the optical channel employed with OM and the DT is structure as a baseband linear system supported with impulse response. The conventional optical fiber system is represented below in figure.1
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1.2. MULTI-INPUT AND MULTI-OUTPUT TECHNIQUES (MIMO)

The increased demands in the data transmission rates and the simultaneous increase in the bandwidth of the allotted radio channels, has paved way for the multi-input and the multi output wireless systems, it is a system enriched with the multi-antenna for the process of conveying, the performance of the MIMO in terms of the transmission range, transmission rate and link reliability are very high when compared to the single input single output techniques. The MIMO would be opted by systems that require high throughput and increased transmission range. The MIMO is
categorized into three types and the table 1 below provides the different types of the MIMO system and their frame work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIMO - TYPES</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MIMO 1       | • Enables spatial diversity and enhances power efficiency.  
               • Includes the space-time/frequency block code, space-time trellis code and the delay diversity. |
| MIMO 2       | • Implements spatial multiplexing.  
               • Increases transmission rate  
               • Independent data streams are conveyed using cluster of antennas  
               • In the receiver end many antennas are detected and transmitted information are recovered. |
| MIMO 3       | • Achieves capacity gain  
               • Preprocess the signals that are to be transmitted and decodes the received signal based on the count of the transmitted and the received signals. |

Table 1 MIMO TYPES

Though the optical fiber system is very prominent among the multitude of communication system and capable of achieving high throughput and transmission range, the speed of the system remains very low when multiple wireless signals are transmitted through the single cable following an up conversion technique. So the paper tries developing a proposed system that utilizes the 60 GHz, radio over fiber MIMO with effective spectrum allocation and the return zero differential phase shift keying to improve the communication speed and suppress the crosstalk respectively.

The paper is organized with the 2. Providing the literature survey on the ground works performed to develop the proposed system, 3. Providing the details of the proposed scheme, 4 provide the details of the results observed and 5. The concluding part providing the summary of the work carried out.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The optical fiber communication is more prominent in the telecommunication system due to its data transmission capacity, high bandwidth and low attenuation; it is more preferred in today's data communication due to its reliability. The literature survey presents the details of the MIMO based optical fiber application. The author Al Amin, Abdullah et al [1] has framed a "Dual-LP 11 mode 4x4 MIMO-OFDM transmission over a two-mode fiber." to provide a multiple input and multiple output transmission using the OFDM, the author Lee, Jong-Hun et al [2] puts forth the "Access point for constructing optical fiber-based high-speed wireless network system." Using the optical fiber cables.


3. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed work improving the speed in the optical cable while transmitting multiple wireless signals through single cables is categorized into three stages as (i) Up conversion techniques making the transmission through single cable possible, (ii) improving speed utilizing the 60 GHz, radio over fiber MIMO with effective spectrum allocation and (iii) suppressing the crosstalk in the system employing the return zero-DPSK.

(i) The up conversion technique utilized in the proposed system is a light weight frequency up convertor, (LiNbO3) modulator. The up convertor produces multiple optical carriers that could be employed in modulating multiple wireless signals in isolated manner with many external intensity modulators. The modulated signal is multiplexed and transmitted along the single optical fiber without any overlap spectral bands that are adjacent. The multiple optical wavelengths from single optical source is generated using the dual arm modulator that is controlled by the sinusoidal clock frequency \( f_m \). The DA –modulator fine-tunes to produce multiple frequency component among the multiple wavelengths the dominant wavelength is utilized as the down link to transmit the multiple signal over the single optical fiber.

(ii) The previous step includes the steps involved in the generating the multiple carrier frequency and splitting the wave length of the single optical source into multiple wavelengths, this step details the modulation of the information, the pre-coded –OFDM is used in modulating the signal, the pre-coded OFDM is generated including the two different OFDM signals at each point alternatively. The figure.2 shows the proposed MIMO high speed OFC architecture.

(iii) The cross talks in the system is suppressed employing the return zero – DPSK, by adjusting the optical delay lines the interference in the between the multiple signal transmission is avoided. In the receiving end the information signal are demultiplexed using the clock driven optical switch and the antennas of limited band width are employed as the band pass filters to reproduce the original signals, in case of the mobile users the data is further processed using the digital signal processing and transmitted wirelessly.
Figure.2 proposed MIMO high speed OFC architecture.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The demonstration of the proposed method is performed using three different information’s modulated at three different frequencies and conveyed using the single optic fiber cable. The proposed system can be utilized in external applications and can also be implemented in the present system without wasting the money invested previously. The signal are modulated with the frequency of 2.5 GHz to 5 GHz carrier frequency at a data rate of 1Gb/s and the cross talks are suppressed as the signals are presented in the return zero- DPSK format and transmitted using different carrier frequency.

The fig. 3 above shows the optical frequency obtained to transmit the information by the generation of the multiple frequency components the optical frequencies generated are \((f_1 - f_c, f_2 - 2f_c, f_3 - 3f_c \text{ etc})\) and at the output the optical frequencies obtained are \((f_1 + f_c, f_2 + 2f_c, f_3 + 3f_c \text{ etc})\) the dominant wavelength are separated using the wave division multiplexing and employed as the down link wave length.
Table 2 Performance of Proposed Method

The table 2 above presents the results obtained for optical fibers of three different lengths in term of the launched optical power, received optical power and the transmission rates achieved. The optical delay line adjusted in the proposed system in the single path ensures the transmission rates of the optical signal.
The cross talk levels are examined and to identify the robustness of the RZ –DPSK for the multiple channels and the results observed are presented in the figure. 4 above. The figure.4 representing the q factor penalty of the channels used in the communication shows that the return zero-DPSK is best compare to the Return Zero –OOK for suppressing the cross talks and improving the work quality. It was also observed that the as the fiber length increased the performance of the optical cable deteriorated progressively.

5. CONCLUSION

The fiber optic transmission is widely and increasingly used instead of the metal wires due to is increased efficiency and the high transmission capacity. The proposed system for enabling a high speed communication in the MIMO based OFC utilizes the LiNbO3 to up convert the signal using different carrier frequency generated using the dual arm to transmit multiple signals using single optical sources without being affected by the crosstalk by the employment of the RZ-DPSK. The proposed system supports multiple wireless signal transmission at a higher speed using the single optical source without crosstalk’s. The experimental results obtained prove that the novel techniques provide a communication system that is efficient. In future the paper would try increasing the data transmitted per second by utilizing the division multiplexing based on mode.
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